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Air suspension for new Renault Master / Vauxhall Movano
VB-Airsuspension in final phase of extensive testing cycle
Blackburn, Lancs –VB-Airsuspension has developed a complete rear air suspension for the new,
soon to be launched, Renault Master / Vauxhall Movano. The airsuspension option will be available
as an aftermarket fitment in the UK from the launch date of both models.
Over the past few years, VB-Airsuspension
has been secretly working on a new type of
airsuspension for the French / English LCV
partnership. During this time, countless miles
of testing have been completed and the firm is
now in the final phase of the testing process.
With camouflaged vehicles, VB-Airsuspension
has conducted tests under the most extreme
circumstances. VB has worked closely with
the manufacturer and was involved in
development from the start of the Master /
Movano project.
There is a broad product range, suitable for all vehicle variants of the new model. Thus, the chassis
cab, panel van and combi / bus versions can all be equipped with air suspension, whether front-or
rear wheel driven. In addition, VB-Airsuspension will soon launch a complete 4-Corner air
suspension, to allow lowering all-round, for even easier access.
On the current series Renault Master / Vauxhall Movano, a large proportion of the vehicles are
equipped with air suspension and this is expected to continue. For applications such as car
transporters, wheelchair accessible vehicles, ambulances, animal transportation, mobile workshops
and motorhomes airsuspension is an extremely useful feature. The VB-airsuspension systems are
specifically developed with optional features to suit the specific application closely.
The benefits of air suspension;





Increased comfort
Better drivability
Improved safety
Easier access, by lowering the vehicle

Contact Information:
VB-Airsuspension U.K. Ltd.
Oliver Drinkwater - 07738 562832
www.vbairsuspension.com

** Notes to Editor **
VB Airsuspension was founded in The Netherlands in 1993 by Iginio Voorhorst and Eric Bruil,
developing air suspension for light commercial vehicles. The kits fit simply and easily without having
to cut, weld or change the existing chassis. They are the one of the market-leading air suspension
manufactures in Europe and work with all the major manufacturers, e.g., Mercedes Benz, Ford,
Volkswagen, Iveco, Renault and Vauxhall providing kits for line-fitment as well as for sale in the
aftermarket.
As well as all European Union member states, VB Airsuspension also deliver products to Switzerland,
Turkey, Singapore, China, Australia, USA, Brazil and South Africa.
VB-UK was founded in the summer of 2006, to specifically look after the UK and Ireland and the
operation is headed by commercial vehicle chassis-engineering specialist Oliver Drinkwater.
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